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ADVANCE NOTICE
MARCH MEETING
There is no March Meeting this year.
The Edgar Fahs Smith Lecture, usually held in March, has been postponed until November
due to COVID-19.
See the OCTOBER/NOVEMBER issues of the Catalyst for details,
call the Section Office at (267) 485-1792 or email PhilaACS@gmail.com.
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Comments
From
the
Chair

For the remainder of the year, I intend to profile one of our amazing committees in order to bring visibility to the work that they are
doing and allow for interested volunteers to make connections
with existing committee members. For the month of February, I
am going to be profiling our Program Planning Committee.

The Program Planning Committee develops, organizes, and hosts our monthly Section meetings. This process starts well in advance of the event so that an appropriate budget can be drafted and submitted in the fall of the year before the event. The Program Planning Committee is
newly revived and will be chaired by me this year. Please reach out if you are interested in joining us (PhilaACS@gmail.com). I hope that you will join us for at least some of the events we
have planned for you this year.
Our January event included the opportunity to meet members of Local Section leadership including members of the Board of Directors and Councilors. Following the opportunity to learn
more about our leadership, Sharon Haynie led us in a game of Jeopardy! based on Philadelphia
and Local Section trivia. Anne Demasi helped to determine who had the fastest “hand raising”
skills. We were excited to enjoy the game together.
For later this month, Randara Pulukkody has coordinated a team including Dan Domin, Steven
LaMonaca, Andreea Argintaru, and AIChE partner David Hagan to bring us a program looking
at outreach programs developed by companies in our Section and their impact on teachers and
the schools. Please register to join us on February 18, 2021 from 5-6 PM for this event.
The Edgar Fahs Smith Lecture is typically presented in collaboration with the University of
Pennsylvania in March of each year. The Edgar Fahs Smith Lecture was established in 1929 to
honor the first modern chemist at the University of Pennsylvania, who was a former Provost of
the University and President of the American Chemical Society. This lectureship is the oldest
lectureship in the country under the joint sponsorship of a university and a section of the ACS.
Due to the significance of this event for our Section, it was decided to wait until November to
hold this lecture. The organizing committee hopes that we can have an in-person event at that
time. Matt Irwin of Axalta and Ziang Li of DuPont are coordinating with University of Pennsylvania’s Chris Jeffrey to bring us this event. Dr. Matthew Irwin is a Team Manager within the
Axalta Research and Development group, located at the Global Innovation Center in Philadelphia, PA. He joined Axalta in August 2016 as a waterborne colorcoat formulator, and his work
has focused on designing and characterizing high-performance coatings for automotive and industrial applications. Ziang Li currently works as a Research and Development scientist at
DuPont Nutrition & Biosciences. He trained as a chemical engineer with a research background
in polymeric/colloidal systems for applications in drug delivery and microbial control.
Isabella Goodenough and Taylor Keller, graduate students at Temple University, and the Philadelphia Younger Chemists Committee (YCC) will be collaborating with the Eastern US YCC
Partnership to host a virtual symposium and chemistry career fair to provide young chemists an
opportunity to showcase their scientific advancements and to engage directly with local employers. The symposium component will include oral and poster presentations where students
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and young professionals can network with likeminded scientists. All presentations will be
judged by a series of qualified volunteers with time allotted for a brief Q&A session. We will
invite employers within the geographical regions of the local sections to engage directly with
presenters. A separate component will include a virtual career fair and networking sessions, organized at the local section level to open and encourage meaningful dialogue.
On May 4, 2021, join us to celebrate our Excellence in Pre-College and Undergraduate Teaching Award Winners as well as our Student Scholastic Achievement Awardees. This will be a
virtual meeting; register here. Special thanks to our Chair-Elect and Chair of the Awards Committee, Ivona Sasimovich of IFF, for organizing this event.
In May 2021, ACS Philadelphia will host a FREE virtual multi-section networking happy hour
between our chapter and local professional science and engineering society chapters including
STLE, ASME, AIChE and more. We will have some fun icebreakers and discussion topics to
get conversation flowing, and raffle prizes for participants! It is sure to be a fun evening of
meeting new professional colleagues and reconnecting with old friends. This event is organized
by Candice Pelligra and Gangotri Dey. Candice (PhD Chemical & Environmental Engineering,
Yale University) is a formulation scientist at Axalta Coatings Systems in Philadelphia, PA. Dey
(PhD, Tyndall National Institute, Ireland) is an adjunct faculty member at NJIT and Rutgers
University. We look forward to meeting you!
Our annual luncheon to honor our 50-, 60-, and 70-year members traditionally held in June will
look a little different this year. We are planning to hold a virtual event with a special twist. We
are hoping to arrange for food delivery or a special gift for our long-term members so that we
can celebrate together while remaining socially distanced. Andreea Argintaruof Axalta and our
Section’s administrative assistant, Anna Boffice, are coordinating this event.
In July, we will hold our first Industrial Relations Committee luncheon focusing on providing
recognition and networking opportunities for our industrial members. While focused on industrial members, all are welcome including members of academia and students interested in joining industry. The Dow Chemical Company has kindly offered to host us for this event, organized by Sarah Reisert, Ro Washington and Moutushi Dey.
In August, Isabella Goodenough and Taylor Keller will host a unique summertime event where
we will network with our fellow members (and perhaps some new ones) and, at your option, a
tour of a local vineyard and a guided tasting. Also at this event, Ivona Sasimovich, Chair-Elect,
and I will be on-hand to hold a Q&A forum.
September will be our Section’s first mini-Leadership Development Institute mimicked after the
Leadership Development Institute offered to Chair-Elects of local sections. This event is in
partnership with neighboring local sections and will bring several facilitators of ACS National’s
Leadership Development Courses to St. Joseph’s University in Philadelphia. Participants will
have the opportunity to take two leadership courses, one in the morning and one in the afternoon, as well as participate in a networking lunch. Options are also available to take only a
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morning or an afternoon course. This event is being organized by Candice Pelligra and Matt Irwin of Axalta and Mark Reynolds of St Joseph’s University.
In October, we will honor our Section Award Winner with an event organized by Ziang Li. The
Section Award recognizes scientific achievement and contributions in an area of chemistry or
chemical engineering by a member of the Philadelphia Section every year. The recipient will be
given the opportunity to present the exciting scientific work before the Section Award dinner.
The Section will hold its annual Holiday Party banquet in December 2021. This year, invitations will be extended to the general section to thank members for their participation and support in our local chapter. Please join us in revisiting our 2021 accomplishments and recognizing
the efforts of our Section leadership and committee volunteers. Expect a delicious menu in a
festive atmosphere with multiple options for those with dietary restrictions. Local guidelines regarding event sizes and coronavirus risk management procedures will be carefully monitored,
with event details updated as the situation in the coming year unfolds. This event is organized
by Candice Pelligra, a formulation scientist at Axalta Coatings Systems in Philadelphia, PA.

NEWS ATOMS—Alan Warren
DEATHS
Frank M. Precopio, research chemist, February 2020 at 94. He joined General Electric in 1951
where he worked on wire and cable coatings. In 1966 he moved to Amchem Products where he
became director of research, and later president. After Henkel acquired the firm Precopio was
named executive vice president of Henkel and general manager of the Amchem Products division, retiring in 1990. He then joined Summers Laboratories as research director until retiring
again in 2012.
Joel Benjamin Wommack, Jr., retired research chemist and industry executive, September
20th at 77. He had a 34-year career with DuPont, beginning as a bench chemist at the Experimental Station. Subsequent positions included assistant plant manager and then leader of the
Stine-Haskell research facility. He was named vice president of agricultural chemicals and finally vice president of DuPont’s soy protein business, retiring in 2001. He was a 50+-year
member of ACS.
Robert L. Pollack, chemical researcher and teacher, December 1st at 94. He worked for the US
Department of Agriculture and then joined Temple University’s school of dentistry where he
served as chairman of the department of biochemistry, retiring as professor emeritus in 1988.
He then consulted for several firms.
Dorothea Jaye “Dolly” Penrose/Pettit, medical technologist, December 5th at 95. She was
employed by Chester County Hospital and then Embreeville State Hospital. She served as a
hospital volunteer after retirement.
Ralph L. Urban, retired R&D chemist, December 7th at 90. His entire career was spent with
Sun Oil Company.
February 2021
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CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
2021 ACS PHILADELPHIA SECTION AWARD

Notice is hereby given that the ACS Philadelphia Section invites its members as well as Regional and Topical Groups to nominate candidates for the 2021 ACS Philadelphia Section
Award.
This Award shall be presented “to one member of the Section, or in exceptional circumstances
to two members of the Section jointly, who by conspicuous scientific achievement has made
important contributions to the field of chemistry and thereby aided the public appreciate of the
profession.” (ACS Philadelphia Section Bylaw X, §1.) Any member of the ACS Philadelphia
Section may be nominated. Recent awardees include Donna M. Huryn (University of Pennsylvania), Anthony W. Addison (Drexel University), Marsha I. Lester (University of Pennsylvania), Michelle Francl (Bryn Mawr College) and Dr. Yuri Gogotsi (Drexel University).
INSTRUCTIONS FOR SUBMITTING NOMINATION
Nominators should provide a CV of the nominee showing education; employment and/or academic history; a list of publications, presentations and patents; and a record of other accomplishments pertinent to consideration for this award.
One or two seconding letters (at least one of which should be from a person in an organization
other than that of the nominee) should be requested in support of the nomination.
Nominators and seconders should be identified with addresses, e-mail and telephone numbers
so that they can be contacted, if necessary, for additional information.
Unsuccessful nominees from previous years may be renominated. In fairness to the nominee,
however, renominations must be accompanied by an updating of the nominee’s biographical data and a list of accomplishments in order to make the nomination competitive. Unsuccessful
nominees who have been considered three years in a row should not be renominated for the
fourth year in succession without prior consultation by the nominator with the Chair of the
Awards Committee
Nomination forms are available from the Section Office at:
ACS Philadelphia Local Section
Department of Chemistry
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, PA 19104-6323
(267) 485-1792; e-mail PhilaACS@gmail.com
The completed packet of nomination materials may be e-mailed to PhilaACS@gmail.com or
mailed by August 13, 2021 to the Chair of the Awards Committee at the Section Office address
above.
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CALL FOR NOMINATIONS EXTENDED
2021 ACS PHILADELPHIA SECTION
AWARDS FOR EXCELLENCE IN PRE-COLLEGE TEACHING

Notice is hereby given that the ACS Philadelphia Section invites its members to nominate candidates for the 2020 ACS Philadelphia Section Awards for Excellence in Pre-College Teaching.
The Awards honor two outstanding science teachers. One Award will be given to a full-time educator involved in teaching science in grades K-8. The second Award will be given to a full-time educator at the secondary level (grades 9-12) who teaches chemistry. Nominees must teach in the geographic territory of the ACS Philadelphia Section (Philadelphia, Bucks, Chester, Delaware and
Montgomery counties in Pennsylvania, and Burlington and Camden counties in New Jersey).
PLEASE NOTE! Nominations for 2021 will be accepted until March 26, 2021.

1)
2)

3)
4)

5)

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SUBMITTING NOMINATIONS
A Nominator Recommendation of not more than 750 words submitted by the nominator according to the guidelines outlined on the Recommendation Form.
A current curriculum vitae or resume that includes a list of the nominee’s honors, professional
activities, and additional evidence of service to the profession. This must be limited to no more than
two pages and the activities listed must have occurred within the past five years.
A statement by the nominees of not more than 500 words that describes the nominee’s teaching
philosophy or commitment to the profession.
At least one, but not more than three, letters of support. One letter, of no more than 400 words
must be from the teacher’s current principal or supervisor. Additional letters of support, of no more
than 400 words, may be sent by colleagues, members of the ACS who are familiar with the nominee’s achievements, or former students and parents of former students.
The total nomination package should not exceed 30 pages.
The nomination package may be e-mailed or sent to:
ACS Philadelphia Local Section
Department of Chemistry
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, PA 19104-6323
(267) 485-1792; e-mail PhilaACS@gmail.com
The Award Recipient will be honored at our May 2021 Section meeting with a plaque and an
honorarium.
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CALL FOR NOMINATIONS EXTENDED
2021 ACS PHILADELPHIA SECTION
AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING
IN THE CHEMICAL SCIENCES

Notice is hereby given that the ACS Philadelphia Section invites its members to nominate
candidates for the 2021 ACS Philadelphia Section Award for Excellence in Undergraduate
Teaching in the Chemical Sciences.
This award will honor an outstanding, full-time educator involved in teaching an undergraduate course in the chemical sciences (i.e.: chemistry, biochemistry). Nominees must
teach in an institution that is within the geographical territory of the ACS Philadelphia Section (Philadelphia, Bucks, Chester, Delaware and Montgomery counties in Pennsylvania,
and Burlington and Camden counties in New Jersey).
PLEASE NOTE! Nominations for 2021 will now be accepted until March 26, 2021.
Nominations should consist of the following:
1)
2)
3)
4)

A letter of nomination.
The nominee’s resume.
Two letters of recommendation.
The total nomination package should not exceed 30 pages.
The nomination package may be e-mailed or sent to the Chair of the Awards Committee at:
ACS Philadelphia Local Section
Department of Chemistry
University of Pennsylvania
Philadelphia, PA 19104-6323
(267) 485-1792; e-mail PhilaACS@gmail.com
The Award Recipient will be honored at our May 2021 Section meeting with a plaque
and an honorarium.
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Chemical Consultants Network ZOOM MEETING
FEBRUARY 10, 2021
BEHIND THE “VIEW”- PET TRACER SYNTHESIS AND FORMULATION
Youwen Xu – Independent Consultant & Contractor
DATE & TIME: Wednesday, February 10, 2021 at 6:30 pm
Click here to register

Location: Online via Zoom! (registration required, see below)
Abstract: Positron emission tomography (PET) is a unique non-invasive imaging tool for studying the
in vivo biological process. It utilizes short-lived positron emitter labeled organic molecules to study
the biological events in real time. The common positron emitters are F-18 (t1/2 = 109.8 min), C-11 (t1/2
= 20.4 min), N-13 (t1/2 = 9.96 min), O-15 (t1/2 = 2.05 min) and various of radio metals. To incorporate
the positron emitters into a molecule of biological interests rapidly and preferably with mild reaction
condition, radioactive synthons are often developed to facilitate the facile labeling radiochemistry.
This presentation will briefly discuss the rich chemistry that enables the imaging for disease diagnostic
and therapeutic applications.
Biography: Youwen Xu currently works as an independent consultant/contractor in radiopharmaceutical development and validation in drug development. Youwen was a scientist in the Radiochemistry,
Instrumentation and Biological Imaging (RCIBI) program of Brookhaven National Laboratory (2001 –
2015, Upton, NY) with expertise in radiopharmaceutical development and validation and in vivo PET
imaging study in animal and human subjects. Youwen joined Eli Lilly (2016-2018, Philadelphia, PA) as a
senior radiochemist and served as the radiochemistry support team lead for the Discovery Research in
new Alzheimer’s disease imaging agent discovery program. She has authored and co-authored about
50 peer reviewed publications. She started to participate in and became associated with CCN activities since 2018.
Click here to register to attend the event. This session is FREE.
CONSULTANTS - OPPORTUNITY HERE!

PLEASE VISIT

http://www.chemconsultants.org/

Are You Getting the Benefits of CCN Membership or Event Participation?
THE CHEMICAL CONSULTANTS NETWORK PROVIDES VALUABLE TOOLS FOR MEMBERS BEYOND THE MEETINGS AND NETWORKING. CHECK OUT OUR:
•
Valuable past presentations – Consultants’ Directory – Blogs – Resources
•
Join! Most valuable – post your consulting practice information – and have greater visibility!
•
If you’d like to speak with one of our members
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A Look Ahead at the Year in Chemistry
“C&EN’s World Chemical Outlook 2021”
Excerpted from Chemical & Engineering News
After a tumultuous 2020, the chemistry world is wondering what 2021 has in store for the field.
To help guide chemists through the coming year, Chemical & Engineering News, the weekly
newsmagazine of the American Chemical Society, is highlighting key business and policy issues that will impact the chemistry enterprise in the U.S. and around the world.
In the business sphere, chemical firms are looking to bounce back from the COVID-19 pandemic as the US economy emerges from recession. A new normal is emerging for European firms,
which could see a slower recovery. And the Chinese government wants to expand specialty
chemical output under its five-year plan beginning this year. Chemical companies are also enacting more ambitious climate goals, with many looking to achieve net-zero emissions by 2050.
The pharmaceutical services industry, by contrast, will remain busy manufacturing COVID-19
vaccines and therapies. In terms of consumer products, experts predict that sales of animal-free
protein will soar in 2021, part of an ongoing trend that could be worth $50 billion by 2025 .

ACS CAREER CONSULTANTS
Would you like to speak to a local ACS Career Consultant? The
Philadelphia Section career consultants can provide one-on-one
career advice, resume reviews, or mock interviews. Please send
an email request to acsphillycareerservices@gmail.com to set up
an appointment.
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DIRECTORY OF SERVICES

Contact the Section Office at
PhilaACS@gmail.com or
(267) 485-1792
Put “Volunteer” in the subject line
or leave a message including
contact information.
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